
Glacier Pendant Cluster

CL376-5

Collection Name
CONTOUR COLLECTION

This product is a completely custom version of our
individual Glacier pendants, shown here in a 5 light
cluster. We can make these to order in any
formation with as many pendants hanging from the
plate as requested. The flex is supplied in a
standard length of 2 meters, which is adjustable
when the light is being installed. The plate can be
made in any shape and to any size desired and is
also available in a number of metal finishes.

CL376-5 in Clear Lead Crystal and Bronze (available on Request) with Brown Flex

Available Finishes

Silk Flex Choice

Black Brown Cream

Silver

Lead Crystal Colours

Battuto Clear Crackle Clear

Metal Plate & Dome Top Finishes

Brushed Gold Brushed Nickel Brushed Dark
Bronze

 



Available Sizes

One Size
CL376-5,

Height: 5 cm (1.97") 
Diameter: 35 cm (13.78") 
5 × 4w per lamp E14 LED 

Max Watt and Lamps: 4w per lamp x 5 
Net Weight: 9 kg / 20 lb 

Please note: The above measurements are just of the ceiling plate, not the whole cluster as this is a custom product the heights of each
pendant can be placed at the desired heights on site. 

This is a custom size cluster pendant, we can make this in any desired size with as many pendants on the plate as required. The ceiling
plate can also be made in any shape and size depending on the amount of pendants featured.
The flex length is available in 200cm (78.7") in length, Please specify if you wish for longer flex, each pendant length can be altered on
site when the light is installed
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